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ALL MBBriOBT CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

$
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m

IU)

The Bureau, by referenced letter suggested that
NY consider the possibility that either DR. SELMAN A, WAKSMANor DR. WERNER JOACHIM BRAUN may be the Unsub in the ROBFROFcase, NY was also requested to consider the significance
o°JX? 0?°»

PR
2F ca®e of the case captioned, »UNSUB;American

^cfenuist . For the purpose of this evaluation, NY has
eviewed the information available at this office concerning

J/rt # JartA-UN* 9>na has PfiVlfiWfiri hint* £i29S on DR* WAKSMA..N
d "UNSUB; American 'nr

l ocibribis ,

c. ,

/^j

—

Concerning ROBPROF as the Bureau is awara
Q- KGB employee and I

a KGB agent met with ROBPROF on

Bure?
(1 -®-67%9)|unsUBj American Scientist

(I - 1^5-15518JIMAKSMAN)
4 - Newark '(™) '

UNSUB; American Scientist
WAKSMAN)

r^ton (65-9314) (rm) .-W)
fi.-L&bZ1978MUWSUB; American Scieiist)wN'
( 1- 121-5431 JlWAKSlAN)

Jr̂
§5-21978
05-3800

(1 -g5f5688]
(1 - T05-731

4 - Wash!

‘ % 1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York

GOWjljs

Mb (15)

.8 JUL 2
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In the case, '*UNSUB; American Scientist" the

basic information was furnished by a defected KGB officer
whose advice had been sought by a fellow KGB officer in
early 1961, This fellow officer had an agent in Moscow
who was prominent in the field of medicine. This soviet
doctor had a brother in the US who was also a scientist,
possibly a psychiatrist or a biologist, whom the KGB
was interested in recruiting. The plan was to send the
Soviet doctor to the US to effect such a recruitment cr
alternately to have the American doctor invited to Europe,
possibly Finland where he wculd be met by his brother. The
brothers names were not learned j however, it was determined
that the American doctor lived in. a large city on the East
Coast of the US and if he had visited the USSR it was a
long time ago

FDPS page 79



«
Concerning significance of the case captioned,

UNSUB; American Scientist" NY considers that it is possiblS
tnat the subject of this case could be identical with the
subject of the RQBPROP case. However, it is believed that

information is available to indicate conclusively
•chat these two files are identica^?®f^

Concerning,.DR.. SELMAN A. WAKSMAN 1 s possible
involvement in the case captioned, " UNSUB j American -

Scientist 1

, NY feels that DR. WAKSMAN should definitely
be considered as a logical suspect in that cas£%U).

Q .

xt is recognized that DR. WAKSMAN resides ina small town in the Metropolitan, NY area rather than in alarge eastern city itself, and that he is a microbi<lbgist
rather than a biologist, and further that his relative inthe Soviet Union is a brother-in-law rather than a brother.
However, it is felt that these are minor discrepancies'
o,.ad are insufficient to eliminate him as a logical suspectin that. case.

Additionally, it is noted that no information
is available to indicate DR. WAKSMAN was in Finland, whichwas one of the two places (the other being the US) where
recruitment of the Unsub was scheduled. However, it should
?o^Ir

0te&
'
,
tha-fc; WAKSMAN visited Europe in 1961, 1962 and

1964, and. possibly could have gone to -Finland on any ofthese occasions without the fact being widely known.

It is further believed that the site of the
recruitment of the Unsub in that case would have been ai-xible matter subject to a later development. Recognizing

~2-
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that the criteria of the UNSUB in this case could possibly
be cor&rued to fit numerous individuals, it is believed
that DR, WAKSMAN should be considered as a logical suspect
in that case.

Concerning the possibility that DR, WAKSMAN
is the UNSUB in the ROBPROF case, it should be noted that
DR, WAKSMAN appears to meet all of the criteria of the
UNSUB in this case. In this respect, DR, WAKSMAN bears
the title, "Professor” and could acurately be described
as a most important scientist who is a professor of
Microbiology^#

pj J

Concerning I I

uej.zevea xjna-c djk. WAKSMAN , a man of prominence in the :field
of Microbiology, would have access to advance scientific
work that the Soviets might regard as secret

b6
b7C
b7D

As the Bureau is aware, DR, WAKSMAN was born in
the Soviet Union and has relatives residing in the Soviet
Union, In the past-, DR, WAKSMAN has previously indicated
a sympathy for the Soviet Union. It should be pointed out
that; referenced NKlet characterized DR, WAKSMHN as a man
of slipping mental efficiency and as

^
an individual who

tires easily. \

It is believed that some thought should be given to
ratner an individual so characterized would be willing to
be involved in * clandestine contacts with the Soviet Union.
However, despite this characterization, NY feels that
DR, WAKSMAN could very definitely be considered as a very
logical suspect in this case. /s

As is the case with DR. WAKSMAN, DR. WERNER fJmSmpAffiLappears to also meet the criteria of the UNSUB'
in the ROBFROF case. In this respect, NY is presuming that
DR. BRAUN ’continues to be designated as a Professor at. the Inst
Microbiology. NjY has no recent information that

rf.iL\

-3-
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DR* BRAUN is designated as a Professor; however, based on
his position.with the institution, this would appear to be
a reasonable conclusion, NY concurs in the Bureau 1 s
observation -that, DR. BRAUN would be a target of Soviet
intelligenceQsVA

)

DR. BRAUN cuuld easily have come under the
influence of the Soviets either at the Institute of.

Microbi&ogy or in his previous visits to Iron Curtain
countries. It is noted that DR, BRAUN is characterized
as an individual of liberal ideas and it is further noted
that DR. BRAUN is the only member at the Institute of
Microbiology who is known to have access to classified
information. In this respect, a strict interpretation of

|
comment that ROBPROF has furnished a great deal

of "secret" information, would make DR. BRAUN the^most
logical suspect at the Institute of Microbiologj^Cgl

Set forth below for comparative purposes, are
the known travels of the two suspects, DR. BRAUN and
DR. WAKS14AN, and the two Soviet principals of the ROBPROF

and[ ] It -is felt that at thiscass
time, insufficient information is available oncerning
DR. BRAUN and DR, WAKSMAN* s travels particularly within the
US for this comparison to be effective at this time

(

It is felt that if additional information is
received concerning the travels of DR. BRAUN, DR. WAKSMAN
or any other suspect in this case, such a comparison with
the travel^ oJ* the two Soviet principals could be quite
pertinent j

It should be noted that[ requested
permission to travel from NYC to Washington, D.C. for the
period of 12/23/63 to 12/24 or 25/63. NY cannot positively
state that this travel was aetually>^^rformed; however, it
is presumed that this is the casej

12/23/63.
A review of the SMUN lookout logs reveal that o

was first observed departing the mm

-4-
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m
At 9:26 AM, he returned to the SMUN building at n -hi“ 1^lasai

?
^g^ted the SMUN Mlding™t i?:53M? f *l i 41

oh 12/24%? ?t
S
ir

ed
<
.°5 l¥?3/53‘ rr

,U
as he obeerWon 12/24/03. It is noted that on 12/25/63, the SMUNlookout was not in operation^

// ' UJM

¥'>Qiri«fffAv,‘
l

'Vrt
felt that

| | scheduled travel to
with Rn-RPRnw

D * C
A

the same date that he met

Si’s Go-?*™?-
“ b® noted J howevep, it Is believed that

tha? I Let withROBPROF was outside the
believed that

- -
,

,meet with
JMYC area. In this respect, it is
J would have time to meet withratjTOA™ . ~rv 1 ... 1 nctvc uj-me to meet withROBPROF in the NYC area and travel to Washington DC ons-SS p--r- - - W - -—

on several occasions that \~
later than he was sphpduled
following morning"

,

has departed a day
to, apparently leaving early the

SEHEDULED TRAVEL

m

DR,
BRAUN

Reportedly
visited
Czechoslovakia
date unknown

DR,
WAKSMAN

7/16/60-
10/5/60

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

8/23/62 -TJSA

Europe

France and 2/1/61 -
Israel (poss- 2/22/61
ible visit to Jamaica
East Germany
4/63) for almost
one year
returning to
us 8/31/63

5/58-6/58
Visited
Minneapolis,
Minnesota

12/25/64 -

12/27
Visited
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania*

-5.
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1/31/68-
2/27/63
Mexico .

8/16/63-
9/13/63
South
America

12/2/62
Visited
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

Approximately
1/24/63”
Approximately
I/25-26/63
Columbus,
Ohio

3/10/63-
Visited
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

3/21/63
3/25/63
Visited
New Orleans,
Louisanna

SECRET
X FDPS page 84
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DR. BRAUN DR. WAKSMAN

3/15/64-
4/21/64
Europe

3/30-
31/63
Visited
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

3/25-3/30
Chicago, Illinoi

9/15/64-
10/24/64
Europe

4/6-7/65
Visited
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

5/5/63
Departed US
Reported!;/
destined
Paris

4/18/63
Departed
US reportedly
destined
USSR

5/25/63
Arrived USA
Passport visa
issued at
Burn,
Switzerland

4/6-7/63
Visited
Washington,
D.C.

. ..

Arrived US
passport visa
issued
Washington, D.C,

1/3/64
departed US
reportedly
destined USSR

6/5-9/63
Washington,
D.C.

6/27-
Approxi,nately
29
East Lansing,
Michigan

8/27/63
Departed US
Reportedly
destined Pari:
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DR.
BRAUN

0

22967

DR.
WAKSMAN

10/10/6 3
Passport visa
issued St Washington,
D.C.

10/24-27/63
Los Angeles,
California

10/27-11/3/63
San Francisco,
California

12/23-25/63
Washington, D.C.

12/3/63
Departed US
Rgportedly destined
Sweden

3/4/64
Arrived USA
Passport issued
at Washington, D.C.

4/11-19/64
Chicago, Illinois

7/5/64
Katonah, NY

9/8-12/64
Washington, D.C.

-8-
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DR. DR.
BRAUN WAKSMAN

9/17-20
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

9/30-10/5
Washington, D.C„
Bethesda.>

.

Maryland

10/20-24/64
Boston,
Massachusetts

m
11/22/64
Katonah, NY

11/14-15/64
West Reading,
Connecticut

11/17-64
Rye, NY- •

12/25-27/64
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

1/22/24-65
Kansas City,
Kansas

2/5/-13/65
Geneva,*
Switzerland
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NY feels that it is quite likely that ROBPROF
is affiliated with the Institute of Microbiology, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, NJ. Therefore, it is felt that
either DR. BRAUN or DR. WAKSMAN could logically be considered
as suspects in the ROBPROF case. Certainly nothing has been
brought to NY*s attention that could eliminate wither of these
men as suspects,/c^Tft()

-10-
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There is insufficient information at this time

|

to decide whether either DR, WAKSMAN or DR, BRAUN should
fbe considered as a prime suspect in this case. However,m definitely believes that both DR. WAKSMAN and DR. BRAUN
are ^logical suspects. In the event

| |
is able

to furnish information concerning a scheduled ROBPROF
meet with the Soviets, NY feels both of these men should
be afforded descreet fisur coverage. NY wil] 'be alert for
any information from I further describing ROBPROF
which could be considered ih evaluating either of these
men as suspect s/CS*Y

FDPS page 89
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'•

LEADS

NEWARK

AT NEWARK, NEW JERSEY . NK is requested to advise
if m. BRAUN is considered as a Professor, at thelsstitute.

NK is also requested to furnish any additional
inrormatlon available that might cast some light on either
DRo BRAUN*, or WAKSMAN ’ s activities on or around 12/23/63.

NK is requested to consider the advisability
of discreetly questioning established sources regarding
where DR 0 WAKSMAN and DR. BRAUN ususllv g-r»wi the Christmas
holidays. It being noted that

| resides
in Lexington,, Massachusetts. The possibility that such
discreet questioning could elicite the desirqa information
should be considered.

NK id also requested to advise NY upon receipt
of any information indicating that either DR. WAKSMAN or
DR. BRAUN are scheduled to travel to NY. This informatgi&n
would be of value to NY in considering discreet surveillance
coverage.

WASHINGTON FIELD ....
Vl4,_ ,

A? wasHINGT©N. D.D. Will examine records of the

if PETER^MTK
1^^?^^6

?
D
f
partment of State to determine

has
P
vS?te™he'uSted Ll?e1?

W °f “* SE™™ A - WKSMAN’
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SAC, New York <65-22967)

<>
Director, FBI <65-68474)

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERI¥1D FFO.1:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 03-31-2016 BY: J39028T90

1 -
I -

b6
b7C

it

7/9/65

C
ROBPROF
ESP - E

ReHYlet 6/14/65* / dL

I In view of this \ bv liaison.’ \
i *r eithei* -fcTift nhovA turn \\\>

"

Bureau is endeavoring to determine if either of the above two
individuals have had contact with the Soviet officials in the
United States who have had contact with the Soviet agent we seek n?. '

to identify in this investigation. You will be advised of results v
of Bureau’s efforts in this

2 - Newark (65-5649)
1 - 105-15518 (S.A. Waksman)
1 - 65-67499 ({Unsub; American Scientist

EMLtkab fobs
(9)
NOTE ;

We to identify a Professor of Microbiologyare seekini
who has been handled by

,

I l and currently by] I Waksman and Braun
are suspects by virtue of their background in the field of
microbiology. Waksman, particularly* hag had ex-tensive nontanta
With Soviets over many years

JUL 9 1935

COMM-FBI

*3
MAIL R00mT_1 TELETYPE UNITn

FDPS page
97
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 «

MAY 1962 COITION
CSA CEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES CMERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. D. J. Brennan,

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED: FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLAS SIFXCATXGN OUXDE.

DATE 03-3l-2Dl€ BY: 389328T9HD

subject^JrOBPBOF
ESPIONAGE

,n r'

DATE: 6/30/65

r A >

' v

Tolson

Belmont—
Mohr
DeLoach _
Casper

Callahan —
Conrad

Felt

Gale
Rosen
Sullivan —
Tavel

Trotter

, , Tele. Room

Bureau File 65-68474

1 - Mr. Branigan (Attn,
1 - Liaison
i_r[
SJP; uus <

1

(4) QjiL>D

c<i
<r

REC 27 &J'

8 JUL 13 1965
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2 m Newark

(I {bCS*
mh:cccU(o) NOTE IS CONTINUED ON PAGE TWO

1 - 105-15518 (S. A. Waksman) , -a KfS PaQ6
-

'

1 - 140-22705 -(Werner J. Braun) •

1 - 65-67409 KUasubj American Scientist)^ J. y I

NOTE: Based on memo I
to Brennan prepared by SJP:chc,

same caption* 7/23/65* Wo are seeking to identify a professor
yof microbiology (Hobprof) who has been handled by three Soviet
principals* V/aksnan and Braun are suspects based on their

microbiology. Both havo had contacts
yoara

i -

Unrecorded

cop'





OPTIONAL FORM NO. JO _ 5010-
MAY 1962 EDITION

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GCKRNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. D. J. Brennan,

suBjEC^(SoBPROF-f>^
• ESP - R V*

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY nERITODi FROM
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE:

'DATE 03-31-201.fi

7/23/65

- Mr. Brs
(Attn.

fiy=4QE0^
EXCEPT

EY: J89J2ST90
Tolson _

iiantewdiwa ade to my memorandum dated 6/30/65



-SECRET
OPTIONAt Ff^NO. 10
MAY 1962 hOITION
GSA'FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11,6

UNITED STATES GCdtaNMENT

Memorandum,

EXEMPTED MM AUTOMATIC
DECLAS S IFICATION
AUTHORITY DEEMED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATICM GUIDE
EXEMPT ICtt-I CODE : SOX |1 -HUM)

DATE Q3-31-2Q1€ BY: J8M2BTO0

TO • DIRECTOR, FBI (65-68474)

fromM>: SAC, NEW YORK (65-22967) (P)

i

subject:

ES'F R
(00:. . NEW YORK)

date: 8/25/65
ALL IMFOFllAT:; ;J CTMTAINEB
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SIDWN OTHERWISE

ReNYlets to Bureau, 5/25/65 and 6/14/65.

90 Day Progreas Letter

Intelligence Status

advised during December, 1963* that
ROBPROP, who was described as a "Professor of Microbiology 11

had been assigned to an
agent of the KGB.

Investigation Performed

NY's most recent investigative activities have
consisted of a review of pertinent information available to
NY concerning Dr. SELMAN A. WAKSMAN and Dr. WERNER JOACHIM
BRAUN. This review has shown that both Dr. WAKSMAN and Dr.
BRAUN should be considered as logical suspects in this case.
Additionally. NY has completed a review of the case files of

and [ the subject's pre-
vious KGB principal, in an effort to develop logical leads
in this case. The travels of Dr. WAKSMAN, Dr. BRAUN,

]and
. .

have been reviewed and charted for
possible future use in'

<YsP~ Bureau (

1 - New York
1 - New York

G0W:mab
( 4 )

ML FDPS page 112
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NY has continued to follow f
closely and to analyze ffeggi for any significance to the
ROBPROF case,
developed.

activities b6
b7C

No recent pertinent information has been

b3

bl
b3
b6
b7C
b7D

has furnished no additional information
to assist in identifying the subject.

Investigation Planned for the Next 90 Days

b7D

If attends the above mentioned meeting
in Washington, D.C., during October, 1965* NY will request
appropriate surveillance coverage of this meeting. It is
felt quite possible that

|
|may be in contact with

ROBPROF at this meeting, investigative. efforts in connection
with this meeting will be directed toward determining

contacts

.

b6
b7C

Efforts will be made to have established sources
attend the above mentioned meeting at Washington. D. C., in
order to be more fully aware of contacts

.

NY will maintain contact with for any
information which would assist in identifying the subject.

b6
b7C

b7D

- 2 -

FDPS page 113
-SECRET



NY 65-22967

NY will continue intensive investigation of the
subject's principal for any information of value in this
case.

b7D
[N VIEW OF THE HIGHLY SENSITIVE POSITION OF

S
EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED IN HANDLING
ION ATTRIBUTED TO THIS SOURCE, AND NO ACTION"

FDPS page 1 14
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M*L mWOBMhTim axmLZNED
hehem is lwclassified^
BATE as-31-2ai€ BY JSSJ2ST9Q MG

v

SAC, New York (65-22967)

EEC- 47

Director, FBI (65-68474)

9/21/65

1
1

b6
b7C

ReRulet 8/5/65.

Enclosure
2 - Newark (65-5649) (Enclosure)

LMLisal
(7)

fid
(, * ' /

NglE: We are seeking to identify a professor of microbiologywho has been a source of the Soviets. Both the above doctors
&re suspects Ofllv hv vtrtiift rfvf tliPir Kar1r«rA«nilg
with Soviets. T

c b3

Tolson _
Belmont

.

Mohr
DeLoach
Casper _
Callahan

Conrad _
Felt

Gale
Rosen

Sullivan .

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes

.

Gandy __ KMD
PDFS page 115
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

EXEMPTED FEQW AUTOMATIC
DECLASSIFICATION
AU IJIUKI 1 ¥ UasKivKLJ iMLJa.
for aTTTT^ja«nr TiTrr*i a^^xiTTf^ik'^Tinffir rtTTTnyISOX AU J. tJElrl 1 J-Lr JJiS4^LtAS£l±l Xl^A .1. XiLJBI tsXJXJJlS

1?T4TPU13T1 TfTW rfHP - RHY II -WTTI.I*Js^aJmmuP 1 XLADi 1«AUUJ£» » 3 U Jft. | X xtUM?

DATE 08 - 31 "~201 € BY: J88J28T30

Mr

TO

mtoM

DIRECTOR, FBI (65-68474)

SAC, NEWARK (65-5649)

DATE 10/14/65

SUBJECT

Re Newark letters dated 5/25/65, 7/20/65, and 8/19/65:
New York letter dated 5/16/65 j and Bureau letter dated 9/21/65

Confidential Source f P
I, recently related that Dr. SSLMAN Y/AKSMAN had sant him a

snort letter to advise him that everything is all right, that
hg Should be in Paris, France, from Moscow on or about 9/15/65,
I |

indicated that Y/AKSMAN should return to the U,S, shortly
thereafter.

advised that he is aware of most of Y/AKSMAN f s
activities since he visits with Y/AKSMAN every morning, of the
work week. He said that if Y/AKSMAN has any plans to travel,

I is always aware of this travel.
| I said thi^

includes travel to NYC, which usually happens to be about one
adviseda week*

in NYC with whom he visits
every Thursday evening
early afternoon, that they shop and dine in New YorJkland com-
plete the eyoning at Philharmonic Hall, where they attend the
concert,

I said he always has a chauffeured vehicle meet

b3

b6"

b7C
b7D

\
b6
b7C
b7D

i4
i—

i

ft

N
ftoo
ft
ft

oo

WAK8MAN axxer the concert to drive him back to New Jersey,
since
J&jlght;

does not feel Y/AKSMAN should drive during the ^
T .3^*- Bureau (RM)

(1 - 105-15518) (Y/AKSMAN)
3 - New York (65-22967) (RM)

(1 - 105-3800) (Y/AKSMAN)RFC
4 - Newark

g
-. 105-731 ) (Y/AKSMAN

(10 )

ALL IlfroHMMICW COQHfTAlHED

HEREIN IS OTCL&SSIFIED EXCEPT
MHERE SHOMH OTHEEMISE
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NK 65-5649

„ advised that WAKSMAN has a summer home at'.
Mass * He said that to the best of his knowledge

usually spends the holidays, including Christmas,
with his son and grandchildren.

, . I
advised that WAKSMAN has been out of the

laboratory 2or years, therefore, is really not current in
the field of medical sciences. He indicated VJAliSMA.ll spends
a good portion of his time writing,

.. . [ |remarked that WAKSMAN is not very fond of
the Soviets, particular^ since the Soviet Union was the Only
country of the worId not to send him a nnte_af_congratulations
for receiving the Nobel Prize in 1952. Istated that
WAKSMAN has constantly made remarks unfavorable concerning
the Soviets, the last being just prior to his departure from

be referred to as "the police state",
| Isaid WAKSMAN , to his knowledge, has no contact with the Soviets

and cares less about having such contact.

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

. . .. . I
advised that he is not as aware of the daily

habits of _ WERNER BRAUN,
.
as he is with WAKSMAN, however that

if BRAUN is traveling at all on what could be considered asm line with his toork. ho. I
I £s aware of thi s travel,. 7 7 I I
*0 M-v*

«

sxnce there w»uld be an expense involved,
often includes travel to NYC.

said this

b6
b7C
b7D

b3
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•NK 65-5649

I I related that BRAiM was surprised to note t?hai:
the majority of these Soviets attended a mass for the late
G. MENDEL, for whom this symposium was in honor, at the
cathedral in Prague,
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
* MAY 1962 EDITION

.ft GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOj^lNMENT

Memorandum
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FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
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DIRECTOR, FBI
(65-68474 )

i

FROJ% SAC, NEW YORK (65-22967) (P)

subject:

A

ESP - R
( 00 : NEW YORK

)

u ReNYlet to Bureau, 8/25/65.

90 DAY PROGRESS LETTER

Intelligence Status

date: H/23/65

ALL 111 FGRLAT IOH LOUTAIMED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOW OTHERWISE

advised during December, 1963, that
RQEPRujh-, aescribed as a “Professor of Microbiol ngy, 11 had been

I,
an agent of theassigned to

KGB.

b6
b7C
b7D

m-

Investigation Performed

NY has reviewed information available concerning Dr.
SELMAN A. WAKSMAN and Dr. WERNER JOACHIM BRAUN, who have been
previously mentioned as suspects in this case. Upon reviewing
information concerning these individuals, it is not possible to
establish a connection between either of these individuals and
ROBPROF.

/ZJ&- Bureau (RM)
1 - New York

JRC:maew
F7&

QDECu 1985

6S%
9 CS5 b6

b7C
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I Ihas not furnished any additional
information to assist in identifying the subject.

NY continues to closely scrutinize

.

contacts in effort to obtain information concerning the
subject. Auxiliary offices have been requested to remain
alert for any contacts

| I
may have in the field of
Investigation of.microbiology during his travels.

Jhas failed' to develop information that wouldJ j. i 5 j 1assist in identifying the subject.

Investigation Planned For Next 90 Days

NY will maintain contact with .

information to assist in identifying the SUDJSdt,
for any

IN VIEW OP THE HIGHLY SENSITIVE POSITION OP
l EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED IN HANDLING

ANY lNPUKMATION ATTRIBUTED TO THIS SOURCE, AND NO ACTION
TAKEN WHICH COULD CONCEIVABLY JEOPARDISE THE SEcGRiT^ 5F
THE INFORMANT OR REVEAL HIS IDENTITY.

SECRET
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/ESF^H^ ( no . M'(00:NY)

'all iwfofmatioh comaimed
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED! EXCEPT
WERE SHOWT OralSMISE

. .
ReBulet to NY, 8/5/65 ; NYlet to Bureau, 11/23/65;NKlet to Bureau, 10/14/65 .

7
,W

T^,nTX,Both Dr * SELMAN ABRAHAM MAKSMAN and Dr. WERNER
at the Institute of Microbiology, Rutgers

b̂ ,Aeen considered logical suspects in the
ROBPROP ease.(3uMJ (

|)*J-

L

}!Efforts to establish possible identity between one
iv-i/44 tt 1! n ~ ^ ^ 1 « , .

v

i

of these individuals and the unknown subject have
1
with negative results

.
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Subsequent to the date the above information was
furnished, the source has not furnished any additional
information of value in identifying the American agent.

Investigation has brought forth a number of logical
suspects, the best of which were considered to be WAKSMAN and
BRAUN.

A review of information available regarding WAKSMAN
and BRAUN did not disclose anything of value in establishing
any definite connection between them and ROBPROF

WAKSMAN and
The Newark Division, in their investigation of

source

. I I
who is aware- of most of WAKSMAN* s activities,

has advised that WAKSMAN is no longer active and current in
the field of medical science, as he has been out of the laboratory
for years. WAKSMAN is not too fond of the Soviets and constantly-
makes unfavorable comments concerning them. He has referred
to the Soviet Union as "the police state." I I said that
WAKSMAN has no contact with the Soviets and cares less about
having contact with them.

I
has mentioned that he was not aware of BRAUN* s

FDPS page 132
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daily habits but is aware of his travels in connection with
his work. BRAUN attended scientific symposiums in Czechoslovakia
and Hungary during the past year. He frequently travels to
New York Cit^

X
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It is felt that both WAKSMAN and BRAUN should be

M-gagE&S&SU,
‘

‘

^ ^as there is no evidence that they have, had any

IN VIEW OP THE HIGHLY SENSITIVE POSITION OF
b7D

nj.xxv4,wvxxjju/ j. v-/ xiio.

CONCEIVABLY JEOPArdIzE the se'curity of .the informant or revEal
HIS IDENTITY.,
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